Our colourful world – ANSWERS

1. Match them up!

Draw a line to match the picture and the word.

spaceship → pink
planet → sea
red → blue
forest → hot
yellow → green
sky → cold

2. What’s the order?

Watch the story and put the sentences in order.

3  Everything on this planet is pink.
6  It’s planet Earth.
1  Everything on this planet is red.
4  Everything on this planet is blue.
2  Everything on this planet is yellow.
5  Everything on this planet is green.
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3. Fill it in!

Watch the story. Write the missing words in the sentences.

a. Look at this ____forest____. The trees are red and the leaves are red.
b. Look at the yellow ____ sky ____ and the yellow clouds.
c. Look at the pink ____ sea _____. There are pink shells and pink plants in the sea.
d. This planet is very ____ hot _____. There is a big blue sun and a desert with blue sand.
e. This planet is very ____ cold ____. The clouds are green and the snow is green.
f. The sky is blue and the sun is yellow. The grass is green and the ____ flowers ____ are red and pink.

4. Write and draw!

Children imagine their own planet, and write about it and draw a picture.